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EXPLANATION OF THE RHIC p?-SPECTRAIN A SINGLE-FREEZE-OUT MODEL� ��Wojieh Florkowski and Wojieh BroniowskiHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived Marh 21, 2002)The p?-spetra of hadrons measured at RHIC are very well desribedin a model whih assumes that the hemial and thermal freeze-outs oursimultaneously. The model alulation inludes all hadroni resonanes anduses a simple parametrization of the freeze-out hypersurfae.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 25.75.Dw, 25.75.LdIn this talk we present a simple model desribing the p?-spetra of var-ious hadrons measured reently at RHIC. Our approah ombines the ther-mal model, used frequently in the studies of the relative hadron yields [1�10℄,with a model of the hydrodynami expansion of matter at freeze-out. Themain assumptions of the model are as follows [11�13℄: First of all, we as-sume that the hemial freeze-out and the thermal freeze-out our at thesame time. This means that we neglet elasti resattering after the hem-ial freeze-out. Seondly, we inlude all hadroni resonanes in both thealulation of the hadron multipliities and the spetra. In partiular, allasade deays are taken into aount exatly in a semi-analyti fashion.Finally, we assume a simple form of the freeze-out hypersurfae, whih is ageneralization of the Bjorken model [14℄ (see also [15�20℄)� =pt2 � x2 � y2 � z2 = onst: (1)The hydrodynami �ow on the freeze-out hypersurfae (1) is taken in theform resembling the Hubble lawu� = x�� = t� �1; xt ; yt ; zt� : (2)� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Quarks and Gluons in ExtremeConditions, Craow, Poland, January 3�6, 2002.�� Supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN), grant 2P03B 09419. (1629)



1630 W. Florkowski, W. BroniowskiReently, several arguments have been aumulated in favor of our �rstassumption. The measurements of the transverse HBT radii at RHIC showthat the hadroni system does not evolve for a long time. The ratioRout=Rsideis lose to unity in the whole range of the measured transverse momentum(for a ompilation of the reent HBT measurements see, e.g., Ref. [22℄), in-diating that the pion emission time is short in omparison with a typialtransverse size of the system. The assumption about the single freeze-outsolves also the antibaryon puzzle [23℄. Sine the annihilation ross setionfor p�p pairs is muh larger than the elasti ross setion, most of the protonswould annihilate with antiprotons during the long way from the hemialto the thermal freeze-out. Suh e�et is not seen. In addition, let us men-tion that a rapid transverse expansion of the �reylinder, as found at RHICalso in our model, suppresses the ollision rate and makes the potential gapbetween the two freeze-outs smaller.Our model has two thermodynami and two geometri (expansion) pa-rameters. The two thermodynami parameters are obtained from the anal-ysis of the ratios of the hadron multipliities measured at RHIC. The �t to9 independent ratios yields the values of the temperature and the baryonhemial potential: T = 165 MeV, �B = 41 MeV [10℄. Sine the partileratios depend weakly on the entrality of the ollision [24℄, the thermody-nami parameters may be regarded as the universal parameters (independentof entrality). The two geometri parameters are � and �max. The parameter�max determines the transverse size of the �reylinder at the freeze-out,� =px2 + y2 � �max: (3)Clearly, the values of � and �max depend on the onsidered entrality lass ofevents. For the minimum-bias data, whih average over entralities, we �nd:� = 5:55 fm and �max = 4:50 fm, whereas for the most entral ollisionswe �nd: � = 7:66 fm and �max = 6:69 fm [11℄. The alulation of thespetra (and determination of the geometri parameters) is based on thestandard Cooper�Frye formalism. The details of our method, espeially ofthe tehnial problems onerning the treatment of the resonanes, are givenin the Appendix of Ref. [12℄.In Fig. 1 we ompare the model preditions for the p?-spetra of pions,kaons and (anti)protons with the PHENIX minimum bias preliminary data[21℄ (the o�ial data released reently [25℄ agree with those shown on theplot). The quality of the �t is very good. The model urves ross pratiallyall the data points within error bars. Even the high-p? data are reprodued.Also, the onvex shape of the pion spetra is provided by the model. We haveheked that this is a onsequene of the radial �ow [11℄. The main e�etoming from the resonane deays is an e�etive ooling of the spetrum by30�40 MeV � the inverse slope of the spetrum beomes smaller as disussed



Explanation of the RHIC p?-Spetra in a Single-Freeze-Out Model 1631in more detail in Ref. [10℄. The e�et of the ooling of the spetrum by thedeays of the resonanes explains a di�erene between the high temperatureof the hemial freeze-out (in di�erent approahes it turns out to be verysimilar and lose to 170 MeV) and a smaller �apparent� temperature (inverseslope) inferred from the analysis of the spetra, whih is typially not morethan 130 MeV.

Fig. 1. The p?-spetra at midrapidity of pions (solid line), kaons (dashed line)and protons or antiprotons (dashed�dotted line). The model alulation is om-pared to the PHENIX preliminary minimum-bias data [21℄, Au + Au ollisions atps = 130 GeV A.In Fig. 2 we show our results for the most entral ollisions. In the leftpart we show the spetra of pions, kaons, antiprotons, and of the � mesons.The parameters were �tted already in Ref. [11℄ with the help of the spetraof pions, kaons and antiprotons only. The good agreement of the measured� meson spetrum [27℄ with the model alulation supports our approah,sine the interation of the � meson with the hadroni environment is negli-gible, and � may be regarded as a good thermometer of the hadroni system.The right part of Fig. 2 shows the predition of our model for the spetraof hyperons. The data for �� ome from [28℄. Sine these data are notnormalized, we have adjusted their normalization arbitrarily1.1 The newly-released normalized data on �� prodution [29℄ are onsistent with ournorm.
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Fig. 2. The p?-spetra of various hadrons measured in the most entral ollisionsat RHIC (ps = 130 GeV A). The �lled symbols are the data from PHENIX [21℄,the open symbols are the STAR data [26�28℄. The urves represent the spetraobtained in the single-freeze-out model.Let us now make a few omments about the size of our geometri pa-rameters. For the most entral events, the �tted value of �max � 6 fm isvery lose to the radius of the olliding gold nulei, and is similar in mag-nitude with the measured HBT transverse radius Rs. The latter desribes,however, an average (r.m.s.) transverse size, whih is smaller than the truegeometri size of the system. This means that our values of the geometriparameters are too low. This problem an be irumvented by the inlusionof the exluded-volume orretions in the thermodynami desription of thehadron gas [1, 5℄. Suh orretions make the system more dilute, whih anbe ompensated by an inrease of � and �max [13℄. If we resale � and �maxby the same fator, the spetra remain unhanged and the agreement withthe measured transverse radius an be ahieved. On the other hand, thetime-extension of our system is muh smaller than the spae-extension, sowe expet that the experimental result Rout=Rside � 1 will naturally appearin our model. The alulation of the HBT radii in our model with the fulltreatment of the hadroni resonanes is in progress.In onlusion, we emphasize that our approah explains in a very eo-nomi way (4 parameters) both the relative hadron yields and the p?-spetraof all up-to-now measured hadrons (�+; ��;K+;K�; p; �p; ��; �). The modelinludes in a transparent way the deays of the resonanes, and the longitu-dinal and transverse �ow. Further extensions of the appliation of the modelshould inlude the ellipti-�ow e�ets and the rapidity dependene.
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